Abstract-OpenMP supports task-based parallelism, but task scheduling is oblivious to data locality, which leads to inconsistent performance. In this paper, we present Opera, an OpenMP task scheduler which leverages memory access information profiled offline to guide runtime task scheduling. The evaluation results show that Opera improves performance by up to 40% (21.2% on average), comparing with using three schedulers in the Nanos++ runtime library.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays task programming models are widely used in applications [1] . OpenMP task is one of the task programming models that decompose a program into a set of tasks and distribute them among processing elements. The OpenMP tasking model supports parallelization of both irregular and unstructured algorithms [2] , which provide expressiveness, flexibility, and huge potential for performance and scalability. With the OpenMP tasking model, users explicitly specify independent tasks by using OpenMP task constructs. Meanwhile, the OpenMP tasking model provides flexibility in task scheduling, by allowing users to specify scheduling point, scheduling policy and whether a task is tied to thread [1] . The OpenMP runtime library takes full responsibility of scheduling the tasks for locality and load balancing.
Similar to other OpenMP constructs, task constructs may involve shared data, either through explicit data-sharing clauses or implicit inheritance rules from parent tasks. In this paper we refer task-to-data affinity as task affinity, which hints to execute task as close as possible to the location of data. In addition, modern high-performance computing nodes have complex memory subsystem hierarchies including private and shared caches. For example, Intel Knights Landing (KNL) many-core processors organize CPU cores into tiles. Each tile in KNL consists of two CPU cores sharing 1MB L2 cache [3] . Maximizing data reuse in shared cache among OpenMP tasks is essential for improving data locality and performance.
However, it is not trivial to enable task affinity because of the following reasons. First, collecting data access information and quantifying task affinity at runtime can cause high overhead. Second, maintaining data access information for all tasks at runtime is not memory efficient. Third, the data access information collected offline can be different from that collected at runtime. Hence, using offline analysis results to direct runtime task scheduling can be misleading.
To address the above problems, we propose an approach for the OpenMP tasking model Runtime scheduler to improve OpenMP task Affinity, Opera. Previous efforts [4] improve the task affinity by introducing new clauses. Different from the previous efforts, Opera leverages offline profiling to obtain invariant data access patterns of OpenMP tasks, and introduces adaptive runtime task scheduling to optimize thread affinity using the data access patterns. Opera does not introduce new clauses. We summarize our contributions in this work as follows:
• We develop a PIN-based profiling tool to collect memory access information for each task. Moreover, we present an approach to analyzing the interaction between tasks and the cache hierarchy.
• We design Opera, a runtime task scheduler leveraging data access pattern profiled offline.
• Using the Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite, our evaluation results show that Opera improves performance by up to 40% (21.2% on average), comparing with using three schedulers in the Nanos++ runtime library.
II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
To enable affinity-aware runtime OpenMP task scheduling, we introduce Opera, a runtime scheduler which contains two stages in its workflow. Figure 1 illustrates the two stages and major components in each stage. The first stage is an offline profiling phase, which collects cache block level memory access information for each task and calculates the similarity for tasks. The result of this stage is a task affinity table. The second state is runtime scheduling. In this stage Opera leverages the task affinity table generated in the first stage to map the task with the highest similarity into threads running on cores with shared cache. We describe the details of the design and implementation of Opera as follows.
A. Offline Profiling
With the task data access information, tasks can be reasonable scheduled. However, it is difficult to get such information at runtime since fine-grained cache block level data access pattern analysis can cause large overhead. Therefore we propose an offline profiling stage to alleviate runtime overhead.
The process of profiling includes (1) memory access information collection for each task, (2) task ID generation, (3) memory access similarity calculation, and (4) task affinity table generation. We explain each in details as follows.
Memory access information collection for tasks. We developed a PIN-based memory access analysis tool which can be used to record every cache block address a task accessed. The tool provides data access traces for user specified code regions. All tasks' memory access information can be recorded by running the tool once. Based on the information the tool collects, we have the knowledge about which tasks access same cache blocks.
Task ID generation. One challenge of using offline profiling to guide runtime scheduling is that we need portable and consistent task IDs between two stages. The number of tasks generated and the order in which they are generated might be different between profiling and production runs. Therefore, Opera needs to generate task IDs to ensure there is no mismatch between profiling results and runtime scheduling.
Task ID generation has two requirements: (1) The task IDs should be unique and portable; (2) The task ID generation is lightweight with only negligible performance overhead. To achieve above requirements, Opera leverages existing task information provided by Nanos++ runtime and introduces limited processing to generate the task IDs.
An OpenMP task can be uniquely identified by using two pieces of information: the code and the corresponding input Quantifying the similarity of memory accesses between tasks. With the task memory access information we can evaluate the similarity between tasks in terms of memory accesses. In practices, there are several metrics to evaluate the similarity between two sets in different views. We use Jaccard similarity coefficient [5] due to its efficiency and simplicity. Jaccard similarity coefficient can be efficiently calculated as the proximity of the two data sets without the use of data redundancy. Jaccard similarity coefficient is suitable for Opera since the task memory footprint is relatively small, which means memory access for each task is limited. The Jaccard similarity coefficient has a floating point value between 0 and 1.0. Jaccard similarity coefficient as 1.0 stands for max similarity while 0 means there is no similarity at all. Task affinity table generation. Opera generates a task affinity table to guide runtime scheduling. The table records the similarity coefficient between two tasks. To speedup the generation of the task affinity table, Opera only calculates the similarity coefficient for the tasks which might be executed together. Furthermore, Opera only analyzes the tasks' similarity coefficient for leaf tasks without child tasks in recursive applications. The second optimization is based on the observation that the tasks without child task are usually the most computation intensive tasks in recursive applications and the parent tasks are often used to generate child tasks with little memory access.
Note that the task affinity table is precomputed during the offline profiling stage to reduce runtime overhead.
B. Runtime Scheduling
After the task affinity table is generated, Opera can schedule tasks with the highest similarity coefficient to be executed together in order to improve the task affinity. The runtime library of OpenMP tasking model manages a task ready queue. When creating a task with no dependency or when a task becomes ready after all its dependences has been fulfilled, the task is placed in this ready queue. The scheduler picks up a task in task ready queue and assigns it to an idle thread for execution. Nanos++ runtime provides the flexibility for a scheduler to use different algorithms to pick up tasks in the task ready queue. Opera runtime scheduler is based on the breadth-first scheduling algorithm using a single global ready queue with FIFO scheduling.
An example. Figure 2 illustrates how Opera schedules tasks so two threads with good affinity can use the same shared cache. The scheduling algorithm can be easily extended for multiple threads share the same cache. Note that the total number of threads can be an arbitrary value that is greater than two. We refer the sibling thread of thread i as the thread which shares cache with thread i. There are two cases when Opera tries to assign tasks into threads as shown in figure 2: (1) two threads with share cache are both idle at the scheduling point; (2) only one thread is idle while its sibling thread is busy. Figure 3 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm used by Opera runtime scheduler. Opera runtime scheduler periodically checks for an idle thread. We assume the thread i and thread j use the same shared cache. When an idle thread i is found, Opera checks if the sibling thread of the thread i (the thread j) is idle (line 20). If the thread j is also idle, Opera looks up the task affinity table to find the first pair of ready tasks (t1 and t2) with the max affinity value. It then assigns the two tasks into the threads i and j separately (line 26-32). If the thread j is busy, Opera first reads the task (t2) the thread j is working on (line 23). Then Opera inquires the task affinity table and gets task (t1) with the max affinity value with t2 (line 26). Finally t1 is assigned to the idle thread i (line 32). 1 TaskPool * readQueue ; 2 
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C. Implementation
Target Platform. In our prototype implementation of Opera, we target the Knights Landing (KNL) many-core processors in Cori, a supercomputer at NERSC [6] . We focus on data reuse in the L2 shared cache in KNL and assign two tasks into threads which use the shared cache. We configure KNL's main memory as quadrant mode. This means the processor is divided into four virtual quadrants and exposed to the OS as a single NUMA domain. Therefore we exclude the NUMA effect. In a parallel region, threads are assigned to hardware threads. To ensure that the threads use the shared L2 cache, we use an OpenMP environment variable to bind to specific processors.
Nanos++ RTL APIs. Opera is developed as an alternative scheduler in Nanos++ runtime [7] . Leveraging the task related APIs (e.g. task assigning) provided by Nanos++, Opera inquires the task affinity table and assigns tasks into the threads which has better chance to reuse data in the shared cache.
III. EVALUATION
A. Benchmarks
We use the OpenMP task kernels in Barcelona OpenMP Tasks Suite (BOTS) [8] to evaluate Opera. BOTS contains eight OpenMP task-based kernels covering various domains. Meanwhile, there are kernels with or without nested tasks. The evaluation using BOTS can make a comprehensive understanding about task affinity improvement with Opera for the OpenMP tasking model. Both small and medium input data sets are used for the kernels. Their memory footprints are about 1GB and 4GB respectively. Table II shows more details on the kernels we use. 
B. Experimental Environment
We use a KNL-based compute node on the Cori cluster at NERSC with the default KNL configuration. More KNL configuration details are introduced in section II-C
C. Results
We evaluate the execution time for each kernel with Opera scheduler and compare the result with three Nanos++ runtime existing schedulers. We summarized the features of each scheduler's algorithm as follows. • Figures 4 and 5 shows the normalized execution time for each kernel with different schedulers in small and medium input set respectively. The baseline is the Breadth First scheduler. None of the scheduler provided by Nanos++ RTL considers the task affinity during the task scheduling.
The evaluation result shows that Opera obtains the best performance in 6 cases over total 8 cases. Compared to the default scheduler (Breath First), Opera reduces the average execution time by 17.5% and 21.2% for two different data set sizes, respectively. Opera outperforms all other schedulers for the normalized average execution time.
IV. FUTURE WORK
The current implementation of Opera focuses on proving the idea that considering task affinity during task scheduling can improve the runtime performance. However, the offline profiling can still be the bottleneck of the design. The offline profiling is expensive by using PIN-based memory access analysis tool. We will explore the method to efficiently profile memory access by predicting large input problems with small input problems and bring the offline solution online.
V. CONCLUSION
Leveraging the memory access similarity analysis for individual tasks, we propose Opera, an approach combining both offline profiling and runtime task scheduling to improve data reuse on the shared cache. Our evaluation results shows that Opera improves performance by up to 40% (21.2% on average), comparing with using three schedulers in the Nanos++ runtime library.
